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DRDO to aid local units in food processing technology
Panaji: About six scientists together withtop officials from the Defence Research Development
Organization (DRDO), New Delhi, are currently down in Goa to aid local food units to use latest technology in
food processing.
A two-day industry conclave on food technologies, September 21 and 22, kicked off on Thursday. The
conclave has over 130 technologies developed by the DRDO in categories like ready-to-eat foods, energy bars,
biscuits, appetizers, instant food mixes, juices, beverages, etc. Scientists from the organisation have come
down to appraise Goan food units on the latest technology to preserve and package food. “The technology has
commercial spin-offs and will aid local units to scale up and export,” said Dr Guruprasad, director general,
DRDO, key speaker at the conclave. He said that, pricing for it is kept as low as possible and extensive
training will be provided to entrepreneurs who go in for the technology. “Goa has lot of opportunity in using
latest technology in processing food because of the presence of tourists,” said Dr Guruprasad. The DRDO, a
department of the ministry of defence, is trying to popularize its technology in food industry and Goa is the
first state where the organization is participating in a conclave followed by road shows in other states.
Dr Guruprasad pointed out that, the department is opening up its technology to industry for it to compete
at the global level. “The technology has commercial spin-offs,” he said.
The conclave is organised by the Goa State Industries Association (GSIA) in partnership with the DRDO
and directorate of industries trade and commerce (DITC-Goa.) Raj Kumar Kamat, president, GSIA, said that
conclave is for technology transfer in the food sector and to “bring together technology with funding.” Units
that avail the technology will be assisted in finance through government incentive schemes, said Kamat.
DRDO develops technology having various applications. In Goa there are only three units using DRDO
technology- Goa Paints, EP Kamat Group and Kinneco Kaman. The food technology is by the Defence Food
Research Laboratory ( DFRL) Mysore. The lab caters to food needs of the defence services. Several food
companies use DFRL technology in package foods.
Officials from the industry department, including Vernekar, managing director, DITC were present at the
inaugural function. The team from DRDO included Dr Mayank Dwedi and Dr GK Sharma.
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Parrikar seeks DRDO’s tech know-how on mobile toilets
Panaji: Goa chief minister Manohar Parrikar on Thursday said that the BJP-run coalition government
was working on a proposal to convert discarded Kadamba buses into portable toilets and mobile garbage
collection centres on a trial basis.
He said that he has requested Defence Research Development Organisation (DRDO) to share the
existing biodigester technology with the Goa government.
The chief minister suggested that if the trial was successful, the government would roll out "mobile
garbage collection centers and mobile toilets" across the state, especially for major public events such as fairs,
zatras and feasts.

"The old buses in Goa are discarded and are sold for scrap for about Rs 1.5 lakh to Rs 2 lakh. I told the
waste management corporation to convert one old bus into a toilet on a trial basis and convert one old bus into
a mobile garbage collection centre," Parrikar said.
Parrikar requested DRDO for permission and the technical know-how to modify existing portable toilets
so that they can be retrofitted on buses and utilized for a longer period. The chief minister was speaking at the
Industry Conclave on Food Technologies, organized by Goa State Industries Association (GSIA), directorate
of industries, trade and commerce and DRDO, at a hotel in the state capital.
DRDO has already shared its technology with local entrepreneur and GSIA president Rajkumar Kamat.
Parrikar pointed out that current portable toilets had to be towed and parked where required and this
towing process was cumbersome. Parrikar held a meeting with Goa Waste Management Corporation on
Wednesday to discuss the proposal based on which the discarded buses will be designed.
"These discarded vehicles cannot run too much but for 10-15 kilometers the engine can provide for a
good mobile toilet and garbage collection centre," the chief minister said.

